Plasticity mechanisms in vestibular compensation in the cat are improved by an extract of Ginkgo biloba (EGb 761).
The effects of administration of an extract of Ginkgo biloba (EGb 761) on vestibular compensation was studied in unilateral vestibular neurectomized cats. This experimental model of CNS plasticity was investigated by using behavioral tests (postural disorders compensation, locomotor balance recovery), electrophysiological (spontaneous and evoked neck muscle activity) and neurophysiological (spontaneous firing rate recovery of deafferented vestibular cells) recordings, and immunocytochemical methods (synaptic loss and synaptic reoccupation within the deafferented vestibular nuclei). In all experiments, EGb 761 was administered over 30 days at daily doses of 50 mg/kg IP. The results showed a faster recovery in the EGb-treated group of cats as compared to an untreated control group. EGb administration strongly accelerated postural and locomotor balance recovery. Concomitantly, spontaneous neck muscle activity, vestibulo-collic reflexes and spontaneous firing rate of vestibular units located on the lesioned side were restored earlier. Morphological correlates characterized by a more rapid synaptic reoccupation were found in the deafferented medial vestibular nucleus by means of immunoreactive labelling using an antibody against a synaptic vesicle-associated protein (synaptophysin), but they displayed a longer time-constant in comparison with the behavioral and neurophysiological data. These results clearly demonstrate that EGb 761 acts on recovery mechanisms considered as key processes in vestibular compensation. They suggest that this substance would possess neurotrophic and/or neuritogenic properties improving functional recovery after CNS injury.